SUPPLY CHAIN
SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT

Supply Chain Security Risk Management
Supply chains have expanded rapidly over the decades, with the aim to increase
productivity, lower costs and fulfil demands in emerging markets. Now more than ever,
security of the supply chain is a key a concern of transport, storage, data centre, logistics
and manufacturing companies. Concerns about theft, damage and integrity of assets,
along with the threat of serious and organised crime, espionage, and cyber crime are
critical to business survival; as well as the protection of sensitive client information and
systems.
A core component of supply chain risk management is planning of an organisation’s
security program, including a formal risk assessment and selection of controls and
countermeasures. In line with ISO 28000:2007 – Specification for security management
systems for the supply chain and associated document suite, MPS offers services for
provision of effective physical security management that identifies security threats,
assesses risk, establishes objectives for implementing controls and continuously
improves the physical security of the organisation.
In addition, we can develop specific security plans and offer advice for completion of
security recommendations. Proper implementation and operation of a security
management system will provide improved security and deliver tangible benefits in the
protection of staff, critical assets, and infrastructure.
Working closely with you and your staff, our experienced and licensed security operators
will carefully assess your organisation’s security systems, policies, and protective posture
against all identified direct and in-direct threats, hazards and risks to your business
operations and associated supply chain; providing assurance and piece of mind to you
and your clients - both current and future.

About Us
Montane Protective Security (MPS) is a trusted and energetic professional
services consultancy with demonstrated experience across all aspects of protective
security; both in Australia and around the world.
Our highly skilled and security cleared staff have proven backgrounds in specialist
security organisations and are adept at operating within discreet operational
environments.

Through innovative and globally recognised service offerings tailored to meet the unique
challenges faced by our clients we can equip businesses of all sizes with practical,
scalable and cost-effective security solutions across all levels of operations.
MPS understands today's constantly evolving physical, human, and technical threats; and
what it takes to protect you, your staff, clients and operations against malicious activity.
With substantial past performance, client satisfaction and a flexible and thorough
approach to solutions development, Montane Protective Security and our likeminded
partners will ensure that all client security requirements are effectively completed; on
time and within budget.

Montane:
The vegetated, green belt prior to alpine
and snow zones on mountains.

Please contact us for more information on our protective security services:

Address
Level 5, Nexus Norwest, 4 Columbia Court
Baulkham Hills, New South Wales 2153
Sydney Australia

+61 (0)2 8002 1387
operations@montaneps.com.au
www.montaneps.com.au

Security Master License Number: 00102410

